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Broad terms such as Black, African, or Black African are entrenched in scientific writings although there is considerable diversity within African descent populations and such terms may be both offensive and inaccurate. This paper outlines the heterogeneity within African populations, and discusses the strengths and limitations of the term Black and related labels from epidemiological and public health perspectives in Europe and the USA. This paper calls for debate on appropriate terminologies for African descent populations and concludes with the proposals that (1) describing the population under consideration is of paramount importance (2) the word African origin or simply African is an appropriate and necessary prefix for an ethnic label, for example, African Caribbean or African Kenyan or African Surinamese (3) documents should define the ethnic labels (4) the label Black should be phased out except when used in political contexts.

R

Research on race, ethnicity, and health is growing in Western Europe, following the longer tradition in North America. The terms and concepts of ethnicity need to be explicitly defined to permit better understanding of research and to facilitate regional and international comparisons.\(^1\)\(^2\) Despite much debate, broad terms such as Black, African, or Black African are still entrenched in scientific writings that may be both offensive and inaccurate. This paper develops the debate called for by Bhopal in the Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health recently, and specifically tackles terminology in relation to African origin populations. This is also a companion paper to Bhopal and Donaldson’s on the term White.\(^1\) Our general approach to terminology is described in the appendix. In this paper, we first briefly consider the concepts of race and ethnicity that underlie classifications and terminology. Then we outline the heterogeneity within African populations in Europe and the USA and then we discuss the terms used in medical and epidemiological research.

RACE, ETHNICITY, AND HEALTH RESEARCH

Both race and ethnicity are difficult concepts.\(^8\) While there is a conceptual distinction between race and ethnicity, these terms are often used interchangeably or as synonyms. The traditional scientific concept of race refers to biological homogeneity as defined by a few phenotypical features.\(^1\) Buffon first introduced the concept of race into biological literature in 1749, which was explicitly regarded as an arbitrary classification, serving only as a convenient label and not a definable scientific entity.\(^9\) In the USA the collection of data on race is well established and is used widely for epidemiological, clinical, and planning purpose.\(^10\) However, the bulk of genetic differences (90% to 95%) occur within populations, and not between continental grouping, and the genes responsible for different physical characteristics (such as skin colour and facial features) that underpin race are few and rarely relate to either behaviour or disease.\(^7\)\(^10\) Current consensus is that race has comparatively little scientific value as there is more genetic variation within than between groups\(^6\) but that it is an important political and psychosocial concept.\(^9\) The consensus about race is however, being revised because of genetic epidemiology, and particularly pharmacogenetics (so called ethno-pharmacology).\(^11\) The US Food and Drug Administration approval of BiDil, a new drug to treat heart failure in only African-American patients illustrate this point well. Many researchers and policy makers have long argued against the use of race categories in medicine as they reinforce existing social divisions in society or may lead to discriminatory practices.\(^11\)

Ethnicity is a multidimensional concept, which is being used frequently in medical research.\(^1\)\(^2\) It is neither simple nor consistent. It comprises one or more of the following: shared origins or social background; shared culture or tradition that are distinctive, maintained between generations, and lead to a sense of identity and group; and a common language or religious tradition.\(^1\) The characteristics that define ethnicity are however, not fixed and may change over time, which makes ethnicity difficult to measure and use in research.\(^1\)\(^2\) The concept of ethnicity encapsulates cultural, behavioural, and environmental factors that increase the risk of disease; hence it is crucial in epidemiology and public health. In some parts of Europe, race is being abandoned in favour of ethnicity.\(^9\)\(^11\) The USA is moving to the compound phrase race/ethnicity.\(^11\) Also, in the USA race has been a proxy indicator for socioeconomic deprivation, which ignores for example, economically advantaged African Americans. Although social
economic status is crucial in exploring ethnic disparity in health, it is inadequate to understand ethnic differences in health. The migration of socially deprived Eastern Europeans into Western Europe also shows that having European ancestry is no longer a homogenous description of persons of similar socioeconomic status.

Self definition of ethnicity is currently gaining support. However, one of the main drawbacks of this approach is that people change their self assessment over time and with context, although this fluidity also has strengths. The current groupings of African descent populations in the USA and the UK such as Black, Black African, and African American hide the huge heterogeneity within these groups, which weakens the value of ethnic categorisation as a means of providing culturally appropriate health care, and in understanding the causes of ethnic differences in disease. Such broad terms may not fit with self definition of ethnicity.

Research on ethnicity and health has a scientific potential in determining the causes of disease, explaining the interaction between cultural factors and health, and ensuring that services and policies provide equitable access to health care. For example, why in comparison with the UK population as a whole, is hypertension so common in African Caribbeans but coronary heart disease is less common? The paradoxes behind many of the ethnic and racial differences in health are not easily explained, and better definitions and terminology, and greater attention to population heterogeneity are a prerequisite for scientific progress.

HETEROGENEITY OF AFRICAN DESCENT POPULATIONS IN THE USA AND EUROPE

The heterogeneity of African descent populations in the USA and White populations has long been pointed out. After publications pointing out that the term “Asian” was an obstacle to ethnicity and health research, several gains have been made including the increasing division of South Asians groups into Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshi in the UK national census in 1999 and 2001. A few journal editors have also set standards by publishing explicit guidelines for the use of race and ethnicity. Broader consensus is still needed in classifying African descent populations in Europe and the USA for epidemiological and public health research. Research on people originating from the African continent is of great interest in both Europe and the USA. African descent populations in Europe, as in the USA, are diverse but research into their health has yet to capture and capitalise on this. Ethnic classifications for African descent populations are often vaguely defined, and the concepts underlying them are poorly understood. Combining heterogeneous African populations under a single label such as Black creates practical problems of comparability between places and times, and reinforces the simplistic notion that being Black causes health disparity.

There is considerable diversity within and between the African descent populations in Europe and those in the USA. The African descent populations in Europe came mainly from former colonies and from the West Indies in the 1950s and 1960s. In the USA African descent populations include people from West Indies, Haiti, and various parts of Africa. These African descent groups are distinct in terms of beliefs, behaviours, risk factors, and factors such as height and weight and disease experience. Several studies in the USA have shown considerable diversity in health status between different African populations. For example, Fang et al studied the association between birthplace and mortality from cardiovascular causes in New York City, USA and England.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Comments and recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negro (Negroid, Homo Afer)</td>
<td>People of black or dark skinned race of mankind.</td>
<td>Socially recognised and historically lasting concept.</td>
<td>Defined populations by physical features in the distant past. Used to describe heterogeneous populations.</td>
<td>Considered inappropriate and derogatory. Abandon in scientific writings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>As for Negro:</td>
<td>Used in USA and UK censuses: gives denominator; “usually tested”.</td>
<td>Used to describe heterogeneous populations. Unrelated to ethnicity.</td>
<td>In practice it refers to persons with sub-Saharan African ancestral origins with brown or black complexion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African/origin</td>
<td>Applies to a native of Africa.</td>
<td>Signifies geographical origin.</td>
<td>Geographically (continental) based. Used to describe heterogeneous populations.</td>
<td>This term is currently the preferred prefix for more specific categories, such as African America, African Caribbean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black African</td>
<td>Refers to people, and their offspring with African ancestral origins who/family migrated directly from sub-Saharan Africa.</td>
<td>Used in UK censuses.</td>
<td>Very broad Unrelated to ethnicity.</td>
<td>Avoid if possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Caribbean/</td>
<td>Applies to people, and their offspring, with African ancestral origin but migrated via the Caribbean islands.</td>
<td>Used in censuses.</td>
<td>Inaccurate unless it is a truly representative population. Used to describe heterogeneous populations.</td>
<td>Useful and preferred if other ethnic groups are not included. Avoid combining other African groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-American/</td>
<td>Applies to people, and their offspring, with African ancestral origin (many are descendants of persons brought as slaves).</td>
<td>Used in USA censuses.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Useful and preferred if other ethnic groups are not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Analysis of terms currently in use to describe African origin populations
showed variations between American born Black people and Caribbean born Black people exceeding those between Black and White people. The UK data also show important differences among the African descent populations. Taylor and colleagues found that the rate of ever smoking among urban, foreign born Black people was considerably lower compared with the US born Black people. In the UK, the prevalence of smoking was much higher in African Caribbeans compared with West Africans, a fact that is lost if they are lumped together as one homogenous group. Elam and colleagues’ health survey among Black African people living in England showed a remarkable diversity within these groups including diet, religion, migration experience, and education, language, and health behaviours.

TERMINOLOGY

Table 1 summarises the qualities of most of the terms used in the past few decades to describe African populations in race, ethnicity and health research. The dictionary derived meanings come mainly from the Compact Edition of Oxford English Dictionary, the Oxford Encyclopedic English Dictionary, Oxford Reference English, and the New Lexicon Webster’s Dictionary of the English Language.

Negro

The term Negro means the colour black in Spanish. The term Negro was widely used by White Europeans as a shortened form of the racial classification Negroid to describe people of sub-Saharan African heritage. Until the mid-20th century the term Negro was widely used for African Americans, but fell out of favour in the late 20th century. Today it is universally considered inappropriate and derogatory although it is used occasionally in some research reports. In its current use, the term is generally considered acceptable only when used by African origin people, in historical context, or in the name of organisations. The racial classification Negroid is also no longer widely accepted.

Black

The term Black generally refers to a person with African ancestral origins. In some circumstances, usually in politics or power struggles, the term Black signifies all non-White minority populations. The term Black has a long service in social, political, and everyday life and in its use to denote African ancestry is entrenched in epidemiological and public health language. While the term Black has a psychosocial and political significance, in epidemiology and public health, such a broad term is usually unhelpful. The term covers a wide range of ethnic and cultural backgrounds and is potentially offensive and unreliable. It conceals a remarkable heterogeneity of cultures among diverse African populations, and reinforces racial stereotypes. The continuing use of this broad term in epidemiology and public health may reflect pragmatic reasons such as small study numbers. However, the need for simplicity should be weighed against the dangers of stereotyping and incorrectness. The label may suffice for everyday conversation or political exchange but is too simple for scientific studies on causes of disease.

African [origin]

Ancient Romans used the name Africa terra—“land of the Afrī” (or “Afer” singular) for the northern part of the continent, corresponding to modern day Tunisia. Today the name Africa is used to refer to the whole continent. The term African [origin] in the context of scientific writing on race and ethnicity usually refers to a person with African ancestral origins who self identifies or is identified by others as African, but usually excludes those residents of Africa of other ancestry, for example, Europeans and South Asians and sometimes excludes North Africans, for example, Algerians. The term African without qualification categorises a population on an ill defined basis of a common continental and ancestral origin. This term, none the less, is currently the preferred prefix for more specific categories, such as African American and African Caribbean, which are based on territorial ethnic or cultural matters. The term African without such a qualification is too broad to have value in ethnicity and health research.

Black African

The term Black African, as usually used in the UK, refers to people and their offspring with African ancestral origins who migrated via sub-Saharan Africa. The term has a geographical meaning and a more general one. Some have challenged the appropriateness of the term Black African. For example, many Somali people in England felt that their culture has more in common with Arabic cultures and were more likely to mix with such groups rather than other African descent groups. In Scotland a re-appraisal of the census 1991 and 2001 questions is underway, in response to offence taken at the use of black in relation to Africans.

African Caribbean /Afro-Caribbean

The term African Caribbean /Afro-Caribbean when used in Europe and North America usually refers to people with African ancestral origins who migrated via the Caribbean islands. In the UK, this term is used inconsistently. Some researchers use it to refer to people who are Black and of Caribbean descent, others to refer to people of either West African or Caribbean descent. African Caribbean people have cultural values, which are different from other African populations in terms of language, diet, customs, beliefs, and migration history. These differences are recognised by the UK census and yet health researchers continue to combine these heterogeneous groups. The group African Caribbean is composed of people from a multitude of islands and the use of this term has been challenged. In addition, the health status among second and third generation of African Caribbeans is probably quite different from their parents or grandparents. Given the variations even within the African Caribbean community, lumping them together with African populations from Africa as one homogenous ethnic group, leads to differences between them being ignored.

African American

The term African American refers to a person of African ancestral origins who self identifies or is identified by others as African American. While the term African American has been used at least since the 1920s, it has been the preferred term in the USA since the 1970s. As most African Americans in the USA originated from sub-Saharan Africa, the term is not applied to Africans from northern African countries such as Morocco. Most African Americans are descendants of persons brought to the Americas as slaves between the 17th and 19th century (distant ancestry). Such people differ from others who came from Africa or the Caribbean in the 20th and 21st centuries (recent ancestry), in terms of culture, language, migration history, and health. These differences are often ignored.

MIXED ETHNICITY OR RACE

The mixed ethnicity or race describes people whose ancestors are not of a single ethnicity or race. The importance of this category is being increasingly recognised as shown by the UK’s 2001 census. In epidemiology and public health however, the categorisation of people with mixed ethnicity is still unclear and the current approaches are insufficient, partly because the number of potential categories is likely to be enormous. The emerging data suggest that health outcomes among people with mixed ethnicity differ from
those without, which highlights the need for such a category in epidemiology and public health research.\textsuperscript{42, 43}

**CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The division of South Asians into Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshi populations has helped to highlight the important differences in disease experiences among these ethnic groups in the UK.\textsuperscript{1} This implies that consensus on categorisation of diverse African descent populations could be achieved in both Europe and the USA in epidemiology and public health research. This also implies that researchers and professionals in the field of ethnicity and health should understand and acknowledge the massive diversity within the African descent populations and should avoid implying that they all share unique characteristics in common. Researchers in ethnicity and health should use the most specific term suitable to the purpose and the context of the study and avoid derogatory words.\textsuperscript{1} The essential starting point is a national, if not an international consensus among researchers in this field. This will require each country or region setting out explicitly their definitions and how and why they should be operationalised.

Descriptions of the population and these definitions should be given in documents. The term Negro/Negroid should be avoided in scientific writings because of its association with racism and race science. The word African or African origin is a suitable prefix for a more specific subpopulation, for example, African Kenyan or African Surinamese (hence different from Indian Kenyan or Hindustani Surinamese). With this approach the colour term Black can be phased out. In studies of racism, however, the term is central. The term African Caribbean needs to be defined and restricted to an African descent person originating from the Caribbean. Researchers could use more precise and descriptive terms such as first or second or third generation African Caribbeans. Alternatively, Caribbean born and UK born African Caribbean could also be usefully terms. The addition of country of birth to the data collection process might make the information more valuable. The term African American would be more useful if there was a description of what it means in the study, for example, African American of recent or distant ancestry from West Africa. Africans who are recent arrivals could be described by their specific origins, for example, American Caribbeans so restricting the label African American to those whose African ancestry is distant (three or more generations back).

The common practice of classifying people with mixed African descent and other ethnicity as Black or African Caribbean or African American needs to be reviewed. Without this, these populations will continue to remain hidden when policy on ethnic diversity is made. Although not an automatic solution in classifying different African descent populations, the concept of ethnicity allows epidemiologists and public health researchers to break free from the concept of race, which carries historical taints of slavery, eugenics, Nazi race policy, and undue emphasis on biological heritage. Ethnicity provides a powerful alternative approach, which encapsulates within a broader framework the key facets of race.\textsuperscript{13}

Despite these difficulties health research and scholarship on African origin populations, including better classifications needs to continue. There are important problems of excess disease and risks in some populations of African descent. They also have varying access and utilisation of health services, which cannot be uncovered and tackled properly if they are not studied, or the populations are lumped together as one homogeneous group.

Ethnicity and health researchers should move beyond the straightforward black/white category that was the dominant and limiting approach for most of the 20th century and access the considerable ethnic diversity that typify the population under study.\textsuperscript{23} Until more appropriate conceptualisation and definition of African descent populations is achieved internationally, much research on these ethnic groups will continue to remain controversial and often misleading. The resolution of the challenges identified here requires wider awareness and a greater involvement in generating solutions. This paper endorses, and contributes to the challenge identified in the *Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health*’s glossary on ethnicity.\textsuperscript{14}
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**APPENDIX**

**POSTSCRIPT: A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY RELATING TO ETHNICITY**

There is no consensus on appropriate terms for the scientific study of health by ethnicity, and published guidelines are yet to be widely adopted. We have followed general conventions used in the UK and, wherever appropriate, the terminology used in the original documents referred to. We have also followed principles in the glossary by Bhopal.\textsuperscript{1} For example, in the UK the term ethnic minority group usually refers to minority populations of non-European origin and characterised by their non-White status. (We use it this way here.) The terms relating to African origin populations are as discussed in this paper. In Europe, the term South Asian refers to populations originating from the Indian subcontinent, effectively, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. White is the term currently used to describe people with European ancestral origins. By ethnicity we mean the group a person belongs to as a result of a mix of cultural factors including language, diet, religion, and ancestry. We conceptualise race in its traditional way—that is, human subspecies—now largely discredited.
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